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SYDNEY METRO CHATSWOOD TO SYDENHAM (SSI 15_7400)
Track Attenuation and Operational Ground-borne Noise Review
(Condition D9)
This letter documents the findings of the final part of my independent review of the
proposed design objectives and track attenuation for ground-borne noise, in accordance
with Condition D9 of planning approval SSI 15-7400.
The full text of the condition is included at Annex A to this letter while Annex B attaches
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DPIE’s approval of my role as Sydney Metro’s nominated ground-borne noise specialist.
My curriculum vitae is attached at Annex C.

1

Scope

The scope of this letter addresses the section of the Sydney Metro tunnels between
Crows Nest and Waterloo, which was excluded from the first part of my review1 because
the ground-borne noise and vibration modelling had not been completed at that time.
The scope of my review of these sections encompasses part (a) of Condition D9, which
requires that I review “the appropriateness of the proposed design (noise) objectives for
ground-borne noise sensitive receivers” and part (b) of Condition D9, which requires my
review of ground-borne noise predictions to “confirm the appropriate track attenuation
required” to meet the objectives in part (a).
The condition requires that the review is submitted to the Secretary at least one month
prior to the installation of track.
Condition D9 refers specifically to ground-borne noise but I have also considered
ground-borne vibration as part of this review. Ground-borne noise and ground-borne
vibration are generated from the same source (the operation of trains on track) and the
selection of track attenuation treatments must consider both effects.

1

Acoustic Studio letter dated 24 December 2020, ref 20201224 TFN.D9.0001.Let
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2

Relevant background

Sydney Metro submitted the State Significant Infrastructure Application Report for the Chatswood to Sydenham
project in November 2015. The Department of Planning, Industry and Environment (DPIE, formerly the Department of
Planning and Environment) provided the Secretary’s Environmental Assessment Requirements (SEARs2) in December
2015. This listed noise and vibration amongst the key issues and requested assessment in accordance with
established Environment Protection Authority (EPA) guidelines.
Sydney Metro submitted the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) in 2016 and it was exhibited by DPIE during May
and June 2016. The EPA’s submission noted that the EIS demonstrated “the project can be built such that noise and
vibration does not exceed relevant criteria” and recommended that approval conditions include compliance with the
Rail Infrastructure Noise Guideline (RING)3 and Assessing Vibration: A Technical Guideline (AVTG)4.
The project was granted approval5 in January 2017. The accompanying Secretary’s Environmental Assessment
Report6 noted that it had been designed to meet appropriate ground-borne noise design objectives derived from
RING and was satisfied that this was achievable based on other operational rail tunnels. However, DPIE was
concerned that:
• the assumptions used to predict ground-borne noise were based on theoretical and not actual geological
conditions along the alignment; and
• the design objectives adopted for some sensitive receivers may not be appropriate. For example, it may be
more appropriate that particularly sensitive receivers such as religious buildings, surgeries and acoustically
designed halls and studios have more stringent design objectives than proposed.
DPIE therefore recommended an independent review of the proposed ground-borne noise design objectives and the
ground-borne noise and vibration model to ensure that appropriate objectives are identified and met with sufficient
track attenuation. This review is specified in Condition D9 of the approval (attached at Annex A.)

3

Methodology

I have carried out my review of the design objectives by:
• checking that the criteria in the SEARs2 have been adopted correctly;
• verifying that these criteria are appropriate by comparing them against overseas guidelines where available;
and
• ensuring that the specific requirements of particularly sensitive receivers have been addressed.
I have visited some of the particularly sensitive receivers to understand their facilities and the nature of their noise and
vibration sensitive activities.
My review of the ground-borne noise predictions and track attenuation design has focused on the detailed
predictions carried out by Sydney Metro’s design consultant, Metron. The prediction results and track attenuation
details are presented in the Sydney Metro Acoustic Assurance Tool, an interactive GIS portal that shows the inputs,
Secretary’s Environmental Assessment Requirements, DPIE 2015
Rail Infrastructure Noise Guideline, NSW EPA 2013
4 Assessing Vibration: A Technical Guideline, NSW EPA 2006
5 Approval Instrument, Sydney Metro City & SouthWest: Chatswood to Sydenham, SSI 7400, DPIE 2017
6 Secretary’s Environmental Assessment Report, DPIE 2017
2
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assumptions and outputs of the prediction model for each receiver location near the tunnels.
I have also considered the noise and vibration performance of Sydney Metro NorthWest, which has been operating
since May 2019. This line includes tunnels that are located close to residential receivers and operates the same
rolling stock and some of the same track forms as those that will be used on the Chatswood to Sydenham line.

4
4.1

Review of Design Objectives
Residential Receivers

Ground-borne Noise
The EIS adopted the ground-borne noise trigger levels from RING3, namely 40dBLAmax,S95% for daytime and
35dBLAmax,S95% for night time. The night-time criterion is more stringent than the daytime criterion and is therefore the
controlling factor for residential receivers.
I consider that the RING criteria are appropriate for this project, taking into account the following:
• The criteria are consistent with the requirements of the SEARs2 and noted to be appropriate in the Secretary’s
report6.
• Page 13 of the guideline states that “Levels of 35–40 dB LAmax are [..] typically applied and likely to be
sufficient for most urban residential situations, even where there are large numbers of pass-by events” and
[The trigger levels] “are necessarily set to the lower end of the range of possible trigger values so that
potential impacts on quieter suburban locations are addressed. In practice, higher levels of ground-borne
noise than the trigger level for assessing impacts may be appropriate for urban areas where background
noise levels are relatively high.”
• On the face of it, the 35dBA design objective is consistent with overseas criteria, such as US FTA impact
assessment manual7 (Table 6-3) and comparable projects in the UK, such as CrossRail, which applied a
criterion of 40dBA8, but with an additional requirement to use reasonable endeavours to further reduce
ground-borne noise levels to 35dBA. The RIVAS project noted ground-borne noise target values in Europe
of 38dBA and 48dBA (depending on location)9.
• In practice, the RING guideline differs from overseas criteria because it applies the design target to 95% of
trains so that the maintenance condition of trains is also addressed. This requirement is primarily dealt with
via maintenance (particularly wheel tread condition) but it also requires more conservatism in the track
attenuation design than required by other jurisdictions.
On this basis I consider that the design objectives for ground-borne noise at residential receivers are consistent with,
or more stringent than, the approach used on comparable projects in Europe and North America. Overall, I consider
these design objectives are appropriate.
Ground-borne Vibration
The EIS adopted the vibration criteria in EPA’s Assessing Vibration: A Technical Guideline (AVTG)4, which sets goals
in terms of the Vibration Dose Value (VDV) for daytime and night-time periods. However, the EIS also adopted an
approach based on overall vibration velocity levels; these levels a more conservative than the VDV goals but were

Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment Manual, FTA Report No. 0123, 2018
Crossrail Information Paper D10 – Groundborne Noise and Vibration, Crossrail 2008
9 Railway Induced Vibration: State of the art report, UIC 2017 (section 5.2)
7
8
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used in the EIS as a screening criterion, noting that ground-borne noise (rather than ground-borne vibration) generally
controls the outcome from new rail tunnel projects.
The vibration velocity goals adopted in the EIS are 106dBV (0.2mm/s) for daytime and 103dBV (0.14mm/s) for nighttime (maximum rms, 1 second). As with ground-borne noise, the night-time criterion is more stringent than the
daytime criterion and is therefore the controlling factor for residential receivers. The goal of 103dBV (0.14mm/s) is
more stringent than the VDV goal applicable under the EPA guideline and is close to the threshold of human
perception. On that basis, I consider that compliance with the goal of 103dBV (0.14mm/s) represents a very good
standard and goes beyond AVTG requirements. I am satisfied that this approach will achieve compliance with the
guidelines.
4.2

Other Sensitive Receivers

The Secretary’s Report6 highlighted the need to review the design objectives for “Particularly sensitive receivers such
as religious, surgeries, acoustically designed halls and studios”. Table 1 overleaf lists the sensitive receivers I have
identified together with the proposed design objectives and my assessment of whether these are appropriate.
4.3

Findings

I have reviewed the proposed design objectives for ground-borne noise sensitive receivers (including residential
receivers) near the sections of tunnel addressed in this letter. I recommend more stringent ground-borne noise and
vibration design objectives for 3 sensitive receivers, namely The Great Synagogue, City Recital Hall at Angel Place
and the Crows Nest Day Surgery. My recommendations are detailed in Table 1. Subject to that, I consider that the
proposed design objectives are appropriate.
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Sensitive receiver (in

Classification

sequence from Waterloo
to Crows Nest)

FBi radio and
Community

Ground-borne

My

Ground-borne

My

noise criterion

assessment

vibration

assessment

proposed by

criterion

Sydney Metro

proposed by

(Lmax,S95%)

Sydney Metro

Broadcast

NR15 (equivalent to

studios

approximately

Appropriate

0.13mm/s

Appropriate

35dBA

Appropriate

0.13mm/s

Appropriate

NR15

Appropriate10

0.13mm/s

Appropriate

40dBA

I recommend

0.4mm/s

Appropriate

0.2mm/s

Appropriate

20dBA)

Broadcasting facilities,
Botany Rd, Waterloo
Greek Orthodox

Place of

Archdiocese and

worship and

Cathedral of The

residential

Annunciation of Our
Lady, Cleveland Street,
Redfern
City of Sydney Creative
Studios, Bathurst Street,

Recording
studios

Sydney
The Great Synagogue,

Place of

166 Castlereagh Street,

worship

35dBA11

Sydney
City Recital Hall at Angel

Concert Hall

NR25

I recommend
NR1512

Place, near Martin Place,
Sydney
Theatre Royal, King

Theatre

NR25

Appropriate

0.2mm/s

Appropriate

Broadcast

NR15

Appropriate13

0.13mm/s

Appropriate

35dBA

Appropriate

0.2mm/s

Appropriate

NR15

Appropriate

0.13mm/s

Appropriate

NR15

Appropriate14

0.13mm/s

Appropriate

Street, Sydney
Network Seven
broadcast studio, Martin

studios

Place
Restaurant Hubert, Bligh
Street, Sydney

Cabaret
restaurant

Sound Res, Kent Street,

Audio post-

Miller Point

production
studio

BBC and Dolby Studios,
Mitchell Street,

Recording
studios

McMahons Point
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Sensitive receiver (in

Classification

sequence from Waterloo
to Crows Nest)

Shore School Drama

Ground-borne

My

Ground-borne

My

noise criterion

assessment

vibration

assessment

proposed by

criterion

Sydney Metro

proposed by

(Lmax,S95%)

Sydney Metro

Theatre

NR25

Appropriate

0.2mm/s

Appropriate

Theatre

NR25

Appropriate15

0.2mm/s

Appropriate

Theatre

NR25

Appropriate

0.2mm/s

Appropriate

Recording

NR15

Appropriate

0.13mm/s

Appropriate

40dBA

Appropriate

0.4mm/s

I recommend

Studio, Blue Street,
North Sydney
Monte Saint’ Angelo
Mercy College O’Regan
Arts and Cultural
Common, Miller Street,
North Sydney
The Independent
Theatre, Miller Street,
North Sydney
Various recording
studios, Clarke Street,

studios

Crows Nest
Crows Nest Day

Medical

Surgery, Clarke Street,

0.1mm/s16

Crows Nest

Table 1: Review of criteria for sensitive receivers

The Creative Studios include recording studios at level 4 and incorporate vibration isolation based on the Sydney Metro EIS.
I visited the Synagogue in February 2020 and noted existing background noise levels of around 38dBA. I recommend a
design objective of 35dBA for the worship space.
12 The City Recital Hall has very low background noise levels, consistent with its use as a concert hall. I recommend a design
objective of NR15.
13 I note that the proposed criterion is more stringent than that derived in the Pulse Acoustic report from June 2017, which
documented the construction noise sensitivity of this facility.
14 I spoke with representatives of BBC and Dolby and confirmed that the tunnelling had no notable noise and vibration impact
on this facility. Tunnelling generates significantly higher noise and vibration than train operations.
15 I note that this is consistent with the commitment made in the Preferred Infrastructure Report as part of the EIS process (PIR
section 7.9.3)
16 The surgery includes operating theatres so the vibration design objective should be lower than 0.4mm/s. Baseline
monitoring prior to construction showed typical ambient levels of 0.2mm/s so I recommend an objective of 0.1mm/s,
consistent with the criterion for critical working areas in4
10
11
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5

Review of Predicted Impacts and Track Attenuation

5.1

Modelling

At the EIS stage, ground-borne noise and vibration was predicted using an empirical model, based on assumptions
about geotechnical conditions. It was also based on source vibration levels for Sydney Trains rolling stock, because
Sydney Metro rolling stock was not yet in operation at that time.
The prediction model used for the final design has progressed significantly since the EIS. In particular:
• The MOTIV17 model has been used to predict vibration levels close to the track and to assess the effects of
geotechnical conditions, including the way vibration propagation is affected by soil layers;
• The MOTIV source vibration predictions have been validated against measurements of actual operational
vibration from Sydney Metro NorthWest;
• Assumptions about geotechnical conditions have been updated with detailed information obtained during the
tunnelling stage;
• Assumptions about the buildings surrounding the tunnels have been updated based on detailed information
about structures and foundations (obtained for the tunnelling stage) and from the extensive community and
stakeholder engagement process carried out during construction;
• Finally, Metron carried out testing of ground-borne vibration transmission to selected nearby buildings using
an impact test rig in the completed tunnels, to validate the predictions. This is particularly pertinent for
buildings with deep foundations close to the tunnels as this scenario is less common.
I have reviewed the modelling approach and the assumptions used and I consider them appropriate. I note that the
source vibration levels used in the modelling are similar to those assumed in the EIS, but measurement data from
actual operational vibration from Sydney Metro NorthWest indicates that these source levels are conservative. I also
note that conservative assumptions have been made about the vibration response of buildings and the radiation of
ground-borne noise. These conservative assumptions effectively build in a safety factor in the predictions, in addition
to that specifically included in the calculation process.
I have also reviewed the operational performance of Sydney Metro NorthWest. There have been some complaints
about noise from this line, but these relate to PA announcements at stations, horn noise near Chatswood and noise
levels inside the trains. I understand from Sydney Metro that there have been no complaints about ground-borne
noise and vibration. The operator carried out measurements at a number of receiver locations close to the tunnels in
2019 and confirmed compliance with the ground-borne noise and vibration design goals.
I note that the recent validation testing, using an impact test rig in the completed tunnels, confirmed that the
prediction model was generally conservative.
On this basis I am satisfied that the predicted impacts of ground-borne noise and vibration have been appropriately
assessed.

17

Modelling of Train Induced Vibration
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5.2

Track Attenuation Design Evolution

The EIS assumed three levels of track attenuation: standard, high and very high. Based on the modelling carried out
at that time, the EIS concluded that standard track attenuation would be sufficient for around 90% of the alignment
but recommended high track attenuation for around 8% of the alignment and very high attenuation for the remaining
1 or 2%.
Sydney Metro’s final design for track attenuation adopts the very high attenuation system for the majority of the
alignment, which means that the outcomes will surpass the recommendations of the EIS at most locations. Standard
attenuation track will be used for the parts of the alignment that are not close to sensitive receivers (such as near
Central Station and below the harbour); this is consistent with the EIS assumptions in these locations.
Sydney Metro’s design also incorporates Floating Slab Track (FST) at stations that include Over Station Development
(OSD). FST is an exceptionally high-performance track attenuation system that is not practical to install in the bored
tunnels but is used at OSD stations to mitigate the risk of ground-borne noise and vibration propagating via the direct
structural connection to future development above. A secondary effect of this FST treatment is that it will substantially
reduce ground-borne noise and vibration at other receiver locations close to these stations.
I am satisfied that the track attenuation design is consistent with (and for the most part significantly better than) the
recommendations in the EIS.
5.3

Predicted Outcomes

Residential Receivers
The predictions show that ground-borne noise levels will comply with the RING design goals for residential receivers
between Waterloo and Crows Nest. The tunnels are relatively deep for most of this part of the alignment, so the
predicted levels generally comply with the goals by a significant margin. Predicted ground-borne vibration levels are
also below the vibration velocity design goals (which are more stringent than those required by the guideline). This
confirms that ground-borne noise is the controlling factor at residential receivers near the tunnels, rather than
vibration.
There are 2 residential receivers between Waterloo and Crows Nest that required more detailed consideration during
my review, as follows:
• 1 Towns Place, Barangaroo is a residential apartment complex located close to the crossover cavern north of
the future Barangaroo station.
o

The EIS concluded that standard attenuation track would be sufficient to control ground-borne
noise and vibration at this location.

o

Metron has since carried out more detailed assessments, including measurements at the Castle
Hill crossover on Metro NorthWest to confirm source vibration levels and more recent impact
testing to confirm transmission between the completed tunnel and the building.

o

On this basis, Metron has recommended the use of more resilient track support at this location
and the predictions indicate that levels will comply with the criteria by an appropriate margin.

• Century Tower, 343 Pitt Street is a residential tower with deep foundations close to the tunnel.
o

Metron carried out impact testing of transmission between the completed tunnel and the building
and confirmed that the high attenuation track system will comply with the criteria by an
appropriate margin.
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Other Sensitive Receivers
The ground-borne noise and vibration predictions at other sensitive receivers, including those detailed in Table 1,
meet the design objectives. This includes compliance with the more stringent design objectives I have recommended
for The Great Synagogue, the City Recital Hall at Angel Place and the Crows Nest Day Surgery.
5.4

Findings

I have reviewed the predicted ground-borne noise and vibration impacts and proposed track attenuation for the
section of tunnel between Waterloo and Crows Nest. I consider that the predictions and proposed track attenuation
measures are appropriate.

6

Conclusions

This letter completes my independent review, required by Condition D9 of the approval, of ground-borne noise and
vibration design goals, predictions and track attenuation for the sections of the Sydney Metro tunnels between Crows
Nest and Waterloo stations.
I trust that this review provides the information you require, but please do not hesitate to contact me if you would like
to discuss any aspect.
Yours sincerely

Dave Anderson

Director, Acoustic Studio Pty Ltd
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Annex A:
Condition D9 of Sydney Metro Chatswood To Sydenham approval (SSI
15_7400)
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Annex B:
Approval of nominated Ground-borne Noise Specialist
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Annex C:

CV of approved Ground-borne Noise Specialist
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